Abstract. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. For a log curve X/k × over the standard log point ([16]), we define (algebraically) a combinatorial monodromy operator on its log-de Rham cohomology group. The invariant part of this action has a cohomological description, it is the Du Bois cohomology of X ( [9]). This can be seen as an analogue of the invariant cycles exact sequence for a semistable family (as in the complex,étale and p-adic settings). In the specific case in which k = C and X is the central fiber of a semistable degeneration over the complex disc, our construction recovers the topological monodromy and the classical local invariant cycles theorem. In particular, our description allows an explicit computation of the monodromy operator in this setting.
Introduction
Let S/C be a smooth connected affine curve. Suppose that π : X S is a proper, separated morphism of finite type from a smooth scheme X/C. We will denote with X s the fiber of π above any closed point s ∈ S. We assume that X s is smooth for s ∈ S ′ = S \ {P } so that, taking analytifications, the restriction of π an to (S ′ ) an is a locally trivial C ∞ -fibration. In particular, if one takes a small punctured disk ∆ * ⊂ S ′ centered at P and a point s ∈ ∆ * , there is an action of the fundamental group π 1 (∆ * ; s) on the singular cohomology groups H i (X an s ; C), for any integer i. The monodromy operator T is the endomorphism induced on H i (X an s ; C) by the positive generator of π 1 (∆ * ; s) ≃ Z. The Local Monodromy Theorem asserts that T is quasi-unipotent. More precisely, if one assumes that the special fiber X = X P is a simple normal crossing divisor, then T is unipotent. From now one we will consider this case and put N = −1/(2πi) log(T ) for the nilpotent version of the monodromy. For any integer i, one has an invariant cycles exact sequence ( [7, §1.7] , [2, Corollaire 6.2.8])
(1)
, where sp comes from the deformation retract of X an onto X an . Moreover we have injectivity of sp for i = 1. In [21] , the monodromy has been linked to the "limit Hodge structure", interpreting the cohomology of the generic fiber via a complex of logarithmic differentials Ω • X/S (log X). In particular, the hypercohomology of Ω • X/S (log X)⊗O X , the pull back to the special fiber, coincides with H i (X an s ; C). If we put on X the log structure induced by the embedding X ֒ X, we obtain a log smooth scheme over the standard log point C × (we refer to [17] for the definitions). Its relative log-de Rham complex ω • X/C × is isomorphic to the complex Ω • X/S (log X) ⊗ O X and therefore computes the cohomology of the generic fiber:
• X/C × ). In this paper we will consider the case of a semistable family of curves, that is dim X = 1. We compute explicitly the cohomology of ω • X/C × in terms of the irreducible components of X and the combinatorial data of their intersections, without any reference to the family. This allows us to construct a combinatorial monodromỹ N acting on H 1 (X, ω • X/C × ), obtaining a new description for the topological monodromy. Theorem 1.1. The combinatorial monodromyÑ and the topological monodromy N , described above, coincide via the isomorphism in (2).
As we said, we define a monodromyÑ in a slightly more general setting than that of a semistable family of curves over the complex disc. This extension goes in two directions. Firstly, our method is completely algebraic, so we work over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, indicated with k. This is not new: it has been known for a long time that the monodromy is related to an algebraic differential equation, the Gauss-Manin conncetion. Secondly, our construction does not involve the "surrounding" of X, i.e. we do not suppose that X is the special fiber of a family. More precisely, we constructÑ for a log curve X in the sense of [16] (see the beginning of §3). This generalizes the case of a semistable degeneration of curves. For example, we have monodromy for a logarithmic embedding (cf. [15] ). In particular, for a semistable degeneration over the disc, this shows that the monodromy is endoced in the central fiber when considered as a log scheme. The ideas used in this paper are fundamentally inspired by the p-adic analogue of this theory: the study of the Hyodo-Kato monodromy (cf. [13, 5, 6] ) for a semistable curve over a discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristic. Specifically, we reproduce the description of the Hyodo-Kato monodromy presented in [5] in terms of residues and the dual graph of X, where the log structure replaces the use of rigid analytic tubes. In addition, in [3] and [4] , p-adic invariant cycles exact sequences have been introduced, reinforcing the idea that the invariant part of the monodromy of a family should have a cohomological description in terms of the special fiber. In this direction, we have the following result, whose proof is essentially a combinatorial argument in the spirit of [4] . Theorem 1.2. Let X/k × be a proper log curve over the standard log point. We assume that X has no marked points and that its irreducible components are smooth (cf. [16] ). Then we have a short exact sequence When k = C and X comes from a family, this result recovers the classical invariant cycles sequence (1), indeed there is an isomorphism H 1 DB (X/C) ≃ H 1 (X; C), as shown in [9, Théorème 4.5] . The content of this paper is structured as follows. After setting some conventions in §2, in §3 we explain what are the properties of the log curve X/k × we study.
We will obtain an explicit computation of the log differentials ω 1 X/k × and those of the irreducible components of X. In §4 we study an algebraic definition of residues for curves in theétale setting. In §5 we construct a double complex A X/k × from the components of X and its dual graph. We show that this complex computes the hypercohomology H 1 (X, ω • X/k × ). This allows us to represent cohomology classes of H 1 (X, ω • X/k × ) in terms of global sections. In §6, this concrete description will give us the possibility to define the combinatorial monodromyÑ . Then we show that the kernel ofÑ is given by the Du Bois cohomology of X, proving Theorem 1.2. In §7 we review the theory in the complex setting. We recall the construction of the Gauss-Manin connection and collect the classical results that allow us to compute the monodromy algebraically on the special fiber. Section §8 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1.
We plan to extend this framework to the situation of de Rham cohomology with coefficients i.e. integrable connections. Inspired by the similarities between our combinatorial description of the monodromy and the p-adic one appearing in [6] and [4] , we expect to obtain results similar to those established in the arithmetic setting. In particular, a sufficient condition for the non-exactness of (1) when we have unipotent coefficients (cf. [4, Theorem 10] ). Since unipotent connections are not semi-simple, this goes in a different direction then the one developed in the classical and ℓ-adic settings in [2] .
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Notation and conventions
Unless otherwise stated, all sheaves on a scheme are considered as sheaves on the smallétale site. For a log scheme X, we denote by X • , O X and α X : M X O X the underlying scheme, the structure sheaf and the log structure on X, respectively. The i-th cohomology of a sheaf F (resp. the i-th hypercohomology of a complex of sheaves F • ) on X • , will be indicated with H i (X, F) (resp. with H i (X, F • )). For a morphism of log schemes f : X Y , we denote by f • : X • Y • the underlying morphism of schemes. We denote its sheaf of relative log differentials with ω 1 X/Y , the associated de Rham complex with ω • X/Y and we put H 
in position i and an integer k, we will denote with C •+k the complex with differential d i+k : C i+k C i+k+1 in position i and with
Log-curve and its components
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 and let k × = (Spec k, N ⊕ k * ) be the standard log point. We consider a proper log curve X over k × in the sense of F. Kato ([16] ). We add the following assumptions on X:
(i) The log structure of X does not have marked points. In the terminology of [16] this means M X,x ≃ 0 or Z, for any point x.
(ii) The irreducible components of X • are smooth. Example 1. The curve X • is a simple normal crossing divisor in some smooth variety X, the log structure M X is the pullback of the divisorial log structure on X induced by X • (cf. [17, §1.5 
]).
Using [16, Theorem 1.3] and its proof, we deduce that X • has at most ordinary double points, and we obtain the following description for its log structure.Étale locally around a double point we have a factorization
where the first arrow isétale and the morphism f : X k × admits a chart characterised by
Here N 2 ⊕ ∆,N,m N denotes the amalgamated sum of the diagonal ∆ : N N 2 and the multiplication by a natural number m : N N. Etale locally around a smooth point we have a factorization
where the first arrow isétale, and f admits a chart obtained from
We attach to X its dual graph Gr(X) = (V , E ) in the following way. Each vertex
In contrast with the construction of the dual graph in [5] and [4] , each point of intersection appears only once in the graph and the corresponding edge has an arbitrary orientation. Let e = [v, w] be an edge in Gr(X), we adopt the following convention for the choice ofétale coordinates for X • v and X • w around X • e : the coordinate x is on X • v and the coordinate y is on X • w . More precisely, we have a factorization
where the horizontal arrows on the left areétale. For each v in V and e in E we will denote the closed embeddings of components and points of interscetion respectively 
Similarly, for each edge e in E we obtain log points X e = (X • e , M Xe ), where M Xe is the pullback of M X via i e as a log structure. A chart for X e k × is given by
We will now use the local description of the log structures to compute the sheaves of log differentials for the log schemes we have introduced. Around double points
where xd log x = dx and yd log y = dy. Notice that the multiplication by m, showing up in the charts, disappears. Indeed, the log differential d log 0, coming from ((0, 0), 1), satisfies md log 0 = d log x + d log y, but m is invertible in k.
Around smooth points
Similarly, for an irreducible component, around a double point we have
Note that only one between x and y makes sense as a coordinate on O Xv , the other is just a symbol (see diagram (3)). Around a smooth point of X • v we have
One can see that f v : X v k × is not log smooth, nonetheless its sheaf of relative differentials ω 1 Xv/k × is locally free. We need to introduce a log scheme
where A(e) is the starting vertex of e and B(e) is the ending vertex of e. Then X ′ v is the log scheme obtained from X • v with the log structure induced by the inclusion of the divisor e∈Ev X e . Let e = [v, w], the case e = [w, v] being symmetric, a chart for f ′ v around X e is given by
Around points that are smooth in X • , a chart for f ′ v is given by the trivial one
A local computation shows that, around a double point
Around a smooth point
Laurent Series and Residues
Following [20, Ch. II] one can associate (algebraically) Laurent series to regular functions on a smooth curve. This results in an algebraic definition of the residue of a differential form. In this section we adapt those ideas to theétale site. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, X a smooth curve over k and P a point of X. If we denote i : P ֒ X the inclusion and O P and O X the respective structure sheaves, then we have a natural map e P : O X i * O P . This morphism is the "evaluation" of a function on X at P . If we consider an open subset j : U ֒ X, we cannot expect to have a natural morphism j * O U i * O P if U does not contain P . How can one evaluate a function at a point where it is not defined?
We will construct a (non-natural) morphism ε P : j * O U i * O P extending the evaluation at P . That is, ε P fits into a commutative diagram
The construction of ε P depends on the choice of a local parameter for O X,P . Nonetheless, for our applications, we are interested in the morphism induced in cohomology. We will see that at this level the ambiguity disappears.
Elaborating on the same ideas we will come to the definition of the residue at P as a morphism of sheaves on theétale site
Because it involves differentials, in contrast with the evaluation, the definition of the residue is independent on any choice. Instead, for the definition of ε P , we fix a uniformizer x P for the discrete valuation ring O X,P , where the stalks are taken with respect to the Zariski topology. Let h : T X be anétale open. If P ∈ h(T ), we have i * O P (T ) = 0, so we put ε P (T ) = 0. We now consider the case in which h −1 (P ) is not empty. By smoothness of h and X, we deduce that the local rings O T,Q are discrete valuation rings, in particular integral, for any point Q in T . This implies that T is the disjoint union of integral schemes. So we can assume that T is integral. Let us now consider a point Q in T such that h(Q) = P . We denote with η the generic point of T , then the function field of
Since h is unramified, the natural morphism h # Q : O X,P − O T,Q sends the uniformizer x P to a uniformizer that we will denote t Q := h # Q (x P ). If we denote with Frac(O T,Q ) Q the completion with respect to the valuation induced by Q, the choice of uniformizer induces an isomorphism Frac(O T,Q ) Q ≃ k((t Q )), the Laurent series in t Q with coefficients in k. So, using the map in (5) and the inclusion in the completion, we obtain a morphism
Finally, for theétale open h : T X, we define
We are left to verify that ε P is a morphism of sheaves. Let h : T X and h ′ : T ′ X be twoétale open with a morphism g : T ′
T over X. The non-trivial case is that in which there is a point Q ′ in T ′ above P . We put Q := g(Q ′ ). As above, the choice of uniformizer x P in O X,P , induces choices of uniformizers t Q in O T,Q and t ′ Q ′ in O T ′ ,Q ′ . These choices are compatible via g. As above, we can assume that also T ′ is integral. We clearly get a commutative diagram
where the rightmost vertical arrow sends t Q to t ′ Q ′ and is continuous, so it preserves the coefficients of a Laurent series. This shows that ε P is a morphism of sheaves. Remark 1. There is no need to assume that k is characteristic 0, nor to assume that it is algebraically closed. One should only replace k with the residue fields at P and Q accordingly.
We will now define the residue at P morphism
, we have i * O P (T ) = 0 and we put Res P (T ) = 0. So we assume there is at least a point Q in T such that h(Q) = P . As before, we assume that T is integral and η will denote its generic point. We have a natural map Ω 1
The choice of a uniformizer t Q for the discrete valuation ring O T,Q gives a commutative diagram
We then deduce a map given by
passing to the completion, we obtain
In order to show that we constructed a morphism of sheaves, we will use the following result.
Lemma 4.1. In the notation above, the map Res P (T ) does not depend on the choice of t Q .
Proof. For the proof we refer to [20, Ch. II, §11].
Let h : T X and h ′ : T ′ X be twoétale open with a morphism g : T ′ T over X. Again, the non-trivial case is that in which there is a point Q ′ in T ′ above P , we put Q := g(Q ′ ). We fix, as before, a uniformizer t Q for O T,Q . Then, the morphism g
As in the proof that the evaluation map was a morphism of sheaves, the morphism g induces a commutative diagram
The independence of residue on the choice of a parameter, allows us to compute Res P (T ′ ) with respect to t ′ Q ′ . From the commutativity of the diagram above, it follows that Res P is a morphism of sheaves.
We come back to considering a log curve X/k × as in §3. Our goal is to compute explicitly the cohomology of ω • X/k × . As a first step, we will construct a MayerVietoris sequence for the log-de Rham complex of X. For this, we put
and denote with i 0 : X 0 − X and i 1 : X 1 − X the natural morphisms of log schemes. Given an edge e = [v, w] in the graph we can take its start A(e) = v and end B(e) = w. Considering the inclusion of each point X e in X A(e) and in X B(e) respectively, we obtain two morphisms of log schemes
Restriction induces a morphism of complexes of sheaves
Similarly, from the morphism i B , we define η B . We put η := η A − η B , this is the difference of restrictions.
Lemma 5.1. The complexes of sheaves introduced above fit into a Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence We introduce the double complex
The lemma above shows that we have a quasi-isomorphism in the category of complexes of sheaves
we fix a uniformizer x e for O Xv,Xe . Following section 4, we have a morphism of sheaves on 
Using the maps we have introduced we construct a double complex
The horizontal arrows are given by
Remark 2. As pointed out in §4, our definition of f v | Xe relies on the choice of a uniformizer. Nonetheless, the cohomology groups H i (X, Tot(B X/k × )) are unaffected by this decision. Indeed, Lemma 5.2 will show that H i (X, Tot(B X/k × )) is naturally isomorphic to H i log (X/k × ). Clearly, these last groups are independent on the choice above. Now, we take global sections indexwise and obtain
Then the cohomology of this complex computes H i log (X/k × ). Lemma 5.2. With the notation above, we have an isomorphism
for any integer i.
Proof. We consider the morphism of complexes
Uv . We compose it with the isomorphism in (4) and obtain a morphism
Uv . Applying β ′ and the identity to the first and second column respectively, we get a morphism of double complexes α :
The fact that the U v and the X e are affine implies
So we are reduced to show that a :
, the morphism induced by α in hypercohomology, is an isomorphism. To show this, we take the spectral sequences (cf. [11, Ch. 0, §11])
and E p,q
The morphism α induces a morphism of spectral sequences a ′ p,q : E p,q A,1 E p,q B,1 . We want to show that a ′ is an isomorphism. For p = 1, a ′ 1,q is the identity. The two spectral sequences have only two non-zero colomuns, hence we are left to show that the morphism on the first column a ′ 0,q is an isomorphism. Since a ′ 0,q is obtained from β ′ taking hypercohomology, using (4), we can look at
. Now, similarly to [8, Prop. II 3.13], one shows that b is an isomorphism. To conclude, we have seen that a ′ is an isomorphism, so we deduce that the morphism between the abutments a :
is an isomorphism.
Combinatorial Monodromy, Du Bois Cohomology and Invariant Cycles
We construct an endomorphismÑ on the cohomology of a log curve H 1 log (X/k × ), notation as in §3. We will refer to this operator as "combinatorial monodromy". We have two justifications for the use of the term "monodromy". First, as we will see later in §8, when X comes from a simple normal crossing divisor in a proper family over the complex disc, this operator coincides with the classical monodromy (Theorem 8.1). Second, in this section we show thatÑ provides an invariant cycles exact sequence (Theorem 6.1) in analogy with other monodromies, as for the complex and ℓ-adic situation (see [7, §1.7 for every e = [v, w]. We define the combinatorial monodromy as follows
To have invariant cycles we want to give a cohomological descripition for KerÑ in terms of X. In the topological setting (see §1 and §8) this should be given by the singular cohomology of X • . This group can also be computed using a complex of differentials, the Du Bois complex (cf. [9, Théorème 4.5]). Since its definition makes sense algebraically, we adapt it to our situation and put
The morphism η is the ordered difference as in (7). This is exactly the descripition in [9, p. 69] of the Du Bois complex for normal crossing divisors. We observe that we have a natural morphism
composing it the quasi-inverse of ρ (see (8)) we obtain a morphism in the derived category sp : Ω
We define the Du Bois cohomology of X, for any integer i, as H
• X/k ) and we call sp also the morphism induced in hypercohomology.
Theorem 6.1. We have an exact sequence
Proof. The Du Bois complex Ω
• X/k is quasi-isomorphic to the total complex of
We have a morphism of double complexes A X/k A X/k × . As in the proof of Lemma 5.2, we have two spectral sequences
The associated filtrations on the abutments give us a commutative diagram with exact rows
Here N ′ is the morphism induced byÑ on Ker β. Since the first column is clearly exact, we are reduced to show that the rightmost column is exact. This is proved in the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. The sequence (9) is exact.
Proof. We have showed that H 
We 
This proves that (ϕ v ) v factors through ϕ, so we deduce injectivity of ϕ and that Im ϕ = Ker N ′ .
Lemma 6.2. [4, Proposition 8] Let
F be a field of characteristic 0 and G = (V , E ) be a finite directed graph, connected and without loops. Define the linear morphism of vector spaces
a e = 0} = 0.
Monodromy and Gauss-Manin connection
In this section we consider the same setting of the introduction. That is, S/C is a smooth connected affine curve, π : X S a proper, separated morphism of finite type from a smooth scheme X/C. We assume that the fibers X s are smooth curves when s ∈ S * = S \ {P } and that X P is a simple normal crossing divisor. By Ehresmann's Lemma, the restriction π ′ : X ′ (S * ) an is a locally trivial C ∞ -fibration (here X ′ denotes (X\X P ) an ). We take an open punctured disc ∆ * ⊂ (S * ) an around P and fix a point s ∈ ∆ * . The positive generator of π 1 (∆ * , s) ≃ Z acts on H 1 (X an s ; C) via a monodromy endomorphism that we will denote T s . This, a priori topological, operator has an algebraic description via the Gauss-Manin connection. We will review this construction using the language of log schemes. We look at X with the divisorial log structure M X induced by X P , as defined in [17, §1.5] , and denote by X × = (X, M X ) the log scheme obtained. Following the same convention, S × will be the log scheme with the divisorial log structure induced by P . Then the morphism π underlies a log smooth morphism π × : X × S × . Pulling back the log structures on X and S, respectively to X P and P we obtain log schemes X × P and P × . Then X × P /P × , is a log curve as in the hypotheses of §3, so we put X × P = X and P × = k × , with k = C. The setup is summarized by the following cartesian diagram of log schemes
where the vertical arrows are log smooth. We have sheaves of log-de Rham differentials ω 1 X × /S × and ω 1 X/k × ≃ i * (ω 1 X × /S × ) that are locally free by log smoothness. Taking wedge products, one obtains the log-de Rham complexes ω • X × /S × and ω • X/k × . In contrast with the rest of the paper, in this section we consider log schemes (and consequently sheaves of log differentials) with respect to the Zariski topology. More precisely, if (Zé t , M Z ) is any of the log schemes introduced above and ε : Zé t Z Zar is the usual morphism of sites, we will look at the log schemes (Z Zar , ε * M Z ).
Remark 3. Alternatively, one can start with the log scheme (Z Zar , M Z Zar ), where the divisorial log structure (resp. the pullback of the divisorial log structure) is defined on the Zariski site. This yields the same log scheme as the one taken above:
and ω 1 Zé t denote the sheaves of differentials of the respective log schemes, then ω 1
For the rest of the section, We will omit the subscript "Zar" and the pushforward "ε * " to simplify the exposition. Without further assumptions, all sheaves are intended on the Zariski site.
Remark 4. As in [14, §0] , we stress the fact that, after analytification, the complex ω • X/k × is the complex of sheaves studied in [21] to compute the limit Hodge structure. The absolute log-de Rham complex for X × fits into a short exact sequences of complexes of sheaves (cf. [17, Proposition 3.12]) (13) 0
where the first non-zero arrow is η ⊗ η ′ η ∧ η ′ . The exact sequence induces a morphism in D b (X), the bounded derived category of complexes of abelian sheaves,
. After changing signs to make the differentials agree (cf. §2), i.e. composing with (−1) i id :
We apply the derived pushforward R i π * and obtain the Gauss-Manin connection
where the isomorphism is the projection formula for complexes of π −1 O S -modules (cf. [10, 5.4.10] ). We have a residue at P morphism
the residue of the Gauss-Manin connection at P is obtained from the composition
and taking the fiber
If one considers the composition of morphisms in the derived category
. Indeed, using the projection formula, the residue commutes with the derived pushforward.
We collect here the results showing that the residue of the Gauss-Manin connection is a fiber of an automorphism of R i π * ω • X × /S × , the others being the monodromy operators on the smooth fibers. We first present an algebraic version of [21, Theorem 2.18], one can prove it as in the original account taking analytifications and comparing cohomologies. Proposition 7.1. For all integers i, the sheaf R i π * (ω • X × /S × ) is locally free and the natural map
Proof. For any point s in S, let i s : X s ֒ X denote the embedding of the respective fiber. For any integer i we look at the function We define
where θ is the isomorphims in (15) . We take the short exact sequence for relative log differentials on X analogue of (13), obtained from this by pullback,
• X/k × − 0 and so, as for (14), we obtain a connecting morphism in D b (X), the derived category of complexes of abelian sheaves on X, 
Proof. Let us consider the composition
. We recall that we have a natural transformation i * P R 1 π * R 1 f * and so a commutative diagram
Proposition 7.1 shows that the vertical arrows are isomorphisms, so the horizontal arrows have to agree, by Remark 5 we conclude.
Remark 6. As in [21, Proposition 2.20], a local calculation (for theétale topology or analytically via GAGA), shows that Res P ∇ has only 0 as eigenvalue (we are in the reduced case). Alternatively, one can deduce the nilpotency of Res P ∇ from Theorem 8.1 that is independent from this result.
We could have defined the Gauss-Manin connection and its residue analytically, essentially in the same way, obtaining ((
, notation as in the beginning of the section. Thanks to Remark 6, we are in the hypotheses of [8, Théorème II.1.17 and Corollaire II.5.6] so we deduce the following corollary.
Corollary 7.3. The monodromy endomorphisms T s on H 1 (X an s ; C) ≃ H 1 dR (X s /C), defined above, are the fibers of an automorphism T of the locally free sheaf R 1 π * (ω • X × /S × ) whose fiber in P is T P = exp(−2πi Res P (∇)). If one fixes an identification
usinig Proposition 7.1, then T P and T s are conjugate.
In view of the previous corollary, the operator N is the classical nilpotent monodromy endomorphism viewed on H 1 (X, ω • X/k × ).
Comparison of the monodromies
In the previous section, we have described the classical monodromy operator N acting on
, where the complex of log differentials was constructed using the Zariski topology. Now we come back at considering sheaves with respect to theétale topology, so that ω 1 X/k × will denote the sheaf of log differentials on theétale site, as in §5. Recall that, from Remark 3, we have
X Zar the morphism of sites. In order to compare the monodromy N with the one constructed in 6, we will show that the natural map
is an isomorphism. Since the cohomologies above are the abutments of the spectral sequence associated to the stupid filtration on the complexes, it is sufficient to show that
. One can prove this for any quasi-coherent sheaf F on Xé t using the Leray spectral sequence 
, the analogue of (17) on theétale site. In section §6, we have introduced also a combinatorial monodromyÑ on H 1 log (X/k × ). The rest of this paper is devoted to show that the combinatorial monodromyÑ and the classical monodromy N coincide. Namely, we prove the following. Using the quasi isomorphism (8), we will reduce the proof to a comparison of endomorphisms on Tot(A X/k × ) in D b (X). For this we take an absolute version of the double complex
One can show, as in lemma 5.1, that the obvious map ω •
Using the computations of log differentials in §3, one shows that we have short exact sequences analogue to (17) 
Xe/k × − 0, for each vertex v in V and edge e in E . Putting those together via direct sum, one obtains a short exact sequence (20) 0
in the derived category of bounded complexes of abelian sheaves D b (X). After alternating the signs to make the differentials agree, i.e. composing with (−1) i id :
We want to point out that the morphism ψ has an index-wise section σ (is not a cochain map) described locally as follows. First we consider the case of anétale open around a double point X e ∈ X v ∩ X w . On thisétale open, Tot
In degree 1, we have Tot
, a e ). We define [a e d log x + b e d log y] − (0, 0, (b e − a e )d log y).
The map σ around smooth points is similar:
Xv/k . Lemma 8.1. The connecting morphisms ∂, defined in (18) , and ν defined in (21) , coincide via the quasi isomorphism ρ, that is
Proof. One only needs to verify that ρ is compatible with the formation of the short exact sequences (17) and (20), but this is straightforward.
We want to show that alsoÑ comes from some morphism on Tot(A X/k × ). So we consider the composition where the unlabeled morphisms are, respectively, the projection to the first column of the double complex and the inclusion of the second column of the double complex. The morphism η A was defined in (6). We will denote the composition of the morphisms in (22) withν. Thenν computes the combinatorial monodromyÑ in the following sense. 
We then deduce Theorem 8.1 showing thatν = ν.
Lemma 8.3. The morphismsν : Tot(A X/k × ) Tot(A X/k × ) and ν : Tot(A X/k × ) Tot(A X/k × ), described above, coincide in D b (X).
Proof. We will consider the mapping cone Cone(ϕ). For an index i, we have Cone(ϕ) i = Tot(A X/k ) i ⊕ Tot(A X/k × ) i and differential d i 
